Welcome
The newsletter will provide you with information from the current research literature and updates on available resources related to lead poisoning prevention. With your help we will strive to reach the goal of eliminating lead as an environmental hazard by 2010. This quarterly newsletter is a collaborative effort between the Virginia Department of Health’s Lead-Safe Virginia Program and the University of Virginia, Division of Medical Toxicology.
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Lead Poisoning and Pregnancy

Despite a steady decline in average blood lead levels in the U.S. population, women of childbearing age may still have blood levels exceeding 10 µg/dL. A woman of childbearing age with an elevated blood lead level is at risk of transmitting that lead to her fetus.

Strong correlations between maternal and umbilical cord blood lead levels demonstrate that lead is transferred from the woman to the fetus throughout pregnancy. Fetal lead uptake is constant and cumulative until birth. High lead levels are known to cause neurobehavioral effects in infants and children, and the cumulative effects of low levels of lead exposure in utero and after birth can have detrimental effects. Contrary to popular belief, ingestion of lead laden paint chips is not the only method of intoxication. Numerous other sources of exposure can occur, such as through their own or spouses occupation (i.e. battery reclamation, smeltering, cleaning homes with lead dust), hobby (i.e. stained glass solder, lead musket balls), and environment (i.e. dust formation during home renovation).

Management of prenatal lead exposure focuses on the recognition of exposure and the removal of the lead source. If a pregnant woman is found to have low-dose exposure, the prognosis for the infant is good if the infant can be protected from further exposure. Rarely is chelation therapy necessary for maternal indications. Poor nutrition resulting in diets deficient in calcium, iron, and zinc enhance maternal lead absorption. Improved diet and vitamin supplementation may lower lead levels. Recognition and removal of lead sources during the prenatal period can prevent maternal and neonatal morbidity. If a pregnant or childbearing age woman is determined to be at risk for lead toxicity (see previous newsletter for potential sources of lead), the healthcare provider should consider obtaining a screening lead level.

PHONE NUMBERS TO KNOW
• Lead-Safe Virginia, Virginia Department of Health (877) 668-7987
• Healthcare Lead Emergency Hotline (866) SOS-LEAD

Continued on page 2
The Medical Literature on Lead Poisoning and Pregnancy


Numerous observations in clinical and preclinical studies indicate that the developing brain is particularly sensitive to lead's pernicious effects. This study investigated the potential effects of three levels of lead exposure at the gestational period on the spatial memory of young adult offspring by Morris water maze spatial learning and fixed location/visible platform tasks. These results suggest that exposure to lead during the gestational period is sufficient to cause long-term learning/memory deficits in young adult offspring.


This review discusses the current state of knowledge concerning the effects of lead on the cognitive development of children. Addressed are the reasons for the child's exquisite sensitivity, the behavioral effects of lead, how these effects are best measured, and the long-term outlook for the poisoned child. Of particular importance are the accumulating data suggesting that there are toxicological effects with behavioral concomitants at exceedingly low levels of exposure. In addition, there is also evidence that certain genetic and environmental factors can increase the detrimental effects of lead on neural development, thereby rendering certain children more vulnerable to lead neurotoxicity.


This article presents information on pregnant women with incident blood lead levels (BLLs) of 20 micrograms per deciliter (µg/dL) or greater as reported to the New York City Department of Health between September 1996 and June 1999 (n = 33). The BLLs were inversely associated with maternal age and length of time in the United States and directly associated with gestational age and pica behavior.

Continued on page 3
This data suggests that universal screening may increase case finding among high-risk, immigrant populations.


In pregnant women with low exposure to lead, high intakes of calcium (>2,000 mg/day) decreased the serum concentration of lead, which could potentially minimize fetal exposure to lead. The mechanism by which high calcium intake blunts pregnancy-induced increases in maternal blood lead may involve decreased lead absorption in the intestine or decreased maternal bone resorption with subsequent release of lead. Either mechanism could decrease maternal blood concentrations of lead and potentially limit fetal accumulation of lead.

FEEDBACK

If you have any topics pertaining to childhood lead poisoning you would like to see covered in an upcoming newsletter, or if you have any suggestions on how to improve the newsletter, please contact us at ch2xf@virginia.edu.